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First-principles study of ferroelectric and antiferrodistortive instabilities in tetragonal SrTiO 3

Na Sai and David Vanderbilt
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Rutgers University, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854-8019

~Received 20 April 2000!

We carry out first-principles density-functional calculations of the antiferrodistortive~AFD! and ferroelectric
~FE! soft-mode instabilities in tetragonal SrTiO3, with the structural degrees of freedom treated in a classical,
zero-temperature framework. In particular, we use frozen-phonon calculations to make a careful study of the
anisotropy of the AFD and FE mode frequencies in the tetragonal ground state, in which anR-point AFD soft
phonon has condensed. Because of the anharmonic couplings, the presence of this AFD distortion substantially
affects both the AFD and FE mode frequencies. The AFD mode is found to be softer for rotations around a
perpendicular axis (Eg mode! than for rotations about the tetragonal axis (A1g mode!, in agreement with
experimental results. The FE mode, on the other hand, is found to be softer when polarized perpendicular to the
tetragonal axis (Eu mode! than parallel to it (A2u mode!. The sign of this frequency splitting is consistent with
the experimentally reported anisotropy of the dielectric susceptibility and other evidence. Finally, we present a
discussion of the influence of various types of structural distortions on the FE instability and its anisotropy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

First-principles calculations are proving to be one of t
most powerful tools for carrying out theoretical studies of t
electronic and structural properties of materials. A parti
larly successful application of this technique has been its
in understanding the perovskite ferroelectric compoun
These materials have important technological applicati
because of their switchable macroscopic polarization
their piezoelectric properties. They are also attractive obje
of fundamental study because of the rich variety of ph
diagrams that they display as a function of temperature
high temperature, theABO3 perovskites retain full cubic
symmetry. However, various structural phase transitions t
place as the temperature is reduced.1 For example, BaTiO3
and KNbO3 undergo phase transitions from the cubic pa
electric~PE! phase to a succession of tetragonal, orthorho
bic, and finally rhombohedral ferroelectric~FE! phases. In
contrast, PbTiO3 displays only a single transition, from th
cubic PE phase to a tetragonal FE phase. In NaNbO3 and
PbZrO3, nonpolar antiferrodistortive~AFD! or antiferroelec-
tric ~AFE! transitions take place, associated with differe
types of tilts of the oxygen octahedra, in addition to the
transitions. It is understood that the two types of transitio
result from the condensation of soft phonon modes at
Brillouin zone boundary withqÞ0 and at the zone cente
with q50 ~Ref. 2!.

The low-temperature behavior of SrTiO3 has been an at
tractive subject for experimental and theoretical stu
SrTiO3 behaves as an incipient ferroelectric3 ~similar to
KTaO3) in the sense that it has a very large static dielec
response and is only barely stabilized against the conde
tion of the FE soft mode at low temperature.1,4,5 As the tem-
perature is reduced, SrTiO3 first undergoes a transition from
the cubic to a tetragonal AFD phase at 105 K,6 but this
transition is of nonpolar character and has little influence
the dielectric properties. The static dielectric respon
closely obeys a Curie-Weiss law of the form ofe;(T
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2Tc)
21 at temperatures above about 50 K, but the diverge

at a critical temperatureTc;36 K that would be expected
from this formula is not observed.4,5,7 Instead, the suscepti
bility saturates at an enormous value of;23104 as T ap-
proaches zero. Because the system is so close to a ferro
tric state, it is not surprising to find that it can be induced
become ferroelectric, either by the application of elect
field,6 uniaxial stress,8 or by the substitution of Ca ions o
the Sr sublattice.9 Finally, the SrTiO3 system also displays
puzzling phonon anomalies10–13 and electrostrictive
response14 in the low-temperature regime.

This peculiar behavior, especially the failure of the sy
tem to condense into a FE phase at lowT, has been the
subject of considerable theoretical study a
speculation.15–21 Recently, efforts have focused on the s
called ‘‘quantum paraelectric state’’ in which quantum flu
tuations of the atomic positions suppress the FE transi
and lead to a stabilized paraelectric state.17–20,22,23This hy-
pothesis has received dramatic support from a recent exp
ment showing that isotopically exchanged SrTi18O3 appears
to become ferroelectric at 23 K,24 suggesting that norma
SrTi16O3 must be very close indeed to the ferroelect
threshold.

First-principles calculations have already contributed s
nificantly to the understanding of the structural properties
SrTiO3.20,21,25–27Calculations of two groups21,25,26confirmed
that SrTiO3, in its high-symmetry cubic structure atT50, is
unstable to both FE and AFD distortions when the atom
coordinates are treated classically. Using classical Mo
Carlo simulations on an effective Hamiltonian28 fitted to the
first-principles calculations, Zhong and Vanderbilt21 pre-
dicted that SrTiO3 would first undergo the AFD transition a
about 130 K, and then a further transition into a state w
simultaneous AFD and FE character at 70 K. Anharmo
interactions between the AFD and FE modes were found
be competitive, in the sense that the presence of the A
distortion was found to reduce the FE transition temperat
by about 20%. The same authors later showed that, whe
quantum-mechanical treatment of the atomic positions w
13 942 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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included via a quantum path-integral Monte Carlo simu
tion, the AFD transition temperature was shifted very clo
to the experimental one at 105 K, and the FE transition w
suppressed down to the lowest temperatures that coul
studied (;5 K!,20 consistent with the experimental absen
of a transition. On the other hand, LaSota and co-work
have recently performed a first-principles calculation of
ground-state structural properties and interactions betw
the FE and AFD instabilities in SrTiO3 using an LAPW
approach.27,29 These authors found, however, that the AF
tetragonal structure is stable against the FE distortions.

An additional motivation for a detailed theoretical stu
of SrTiO3 is the opportunity to make contact with the r
markably systematic experimental study of Uwe a
Sakudo.8 These authors made careful measurements of
anisotropic dielectric susceptibilities and Raman mode
quencies as a function of uniaxial stress applied along dif
ent crystal orientations. They also fitted their results, p
those of previous experimental studies, to obtain a phen
enological description of the couplings between the AF
FE, and strain degrees of freedom of the crystal. In part
lar, their fit contains an anisotropic coupling which, in t
tetragonal AFD phase, tends to favor FE distortions that
perpendicular to the tetragonal axis over those that are
allel. However, previous theoretical work has given an u
clear picture of this anisotropy. On the one hand, Vander
and Zhong30 found that the interaction between the FE a
AFD modes, which was mainly through the on-site anh
monic coupling, would tend to favor FE modes polariz
perpendicular to the AFD tetragonal axis, in accord with e
periment. On the other hand, the Monte Carlo calculati
previously referred to21 indicated a sequence of transition
with decreasing temperature in which the FE order param
of a z-polarized mode was found to develop before thex- or
y-polarized ones, indicating that thez-polarized mode goes
soft first. In view of these apparently conflicting theoretic
results, we felt it worthwhile to clarify this situation by care
fully studying the anisotropy of the FE distortion energy
the AFD ground state.

With these motivations, we have carried out a thorou
analysis of the ground-state structural and dynamical pro
ties of tetragonal SrTiO3 using first-principles density
functional calculations. This approach is based on a class
treatment of the nuclear motions, and so is obviously una
to take into account the quantum zero-point motion of
ionic positions which becomes critically important at lo
temperature. Nevertheless, from such a calculation on
still able to compute interaction parameters for compari
with experiment, to identify the effects which tend to su
press the FE instability in the presence of the AFD state,
to obtain qualitatively a picture of the dielectric anisotro
connected with the splitting of the differently polarized F
modes in the AFD state.

The calculations are carried out using a plane-wave b
and ultrasoft pseudopotentials.31 The theoretical equilibrium
AFD structure is obtained by minimizing the energy wi
respect to cell volume,c/a ratio, and internal parameter
Frozen-phonon calculations are then used to obtain the
quencies ofG-point andR-point phonon modes, including
FE soft modes, in the AFD ground state. For this purpo
we make use of a point-group symmetry analysis to red
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the complexity of the distortions that need to be studied.
order to interpret the results in terms of a phenomenolog
description involving FE and AFD mode distortions an
strains, we use an approach similar to that underlying
effective-Hamiltonian scheme first developed for the BaTi3
system28 and later applied to SrTiO3.20 That is, we use the
LDA calculations to compute the values of the Taylor expa
sion coefficients of the total energy with respect to the
distortions, and compare with the experimental determi
tions of Uwe and Sakudo.8

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. In S
II we briefly describe the technique employed for the fir
principles calculations. In Sec. III we present and discuss
results of the calculations. We begin with the determinat
of the theoretical tetragonal AFD structure, and then proc
to study the energies of AFD and FE distortions about t
reference structure, with special attention to the anisotrop
of the AFD and FE mode frequencies. Finally, we conclu
in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL DETAILS

Our ab initio plane-wave pseudopotential calculations a
based on the Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham density-functio
theory~DFT! within the local-density approximation~LDA !.
Ultrasoft Vanderbilt pseudopotentials31 are used, with the
O(2s), O(2p), Ti(3s), Ti(3p), Ti(3d), Ti(4s), Sr(4s),
Sr(4p), and Sr(5s) states included in the valence. Th
exchange-correlation energy is of the Ceperley-Alder fo
with Perdew-Zunger parameterization.32,33 A conjugate-
gradient minimization scheme25 is used to minimize the
Kohn-Sham energy, using a plane-wave cutoff of 30 Ry
all calculations. Unless otherwise stated, our calculations
carried out at the theoretical equilibrium lattice constant
7.303 a.u.,25 which is;1% less than the experimental valu
of 7.365 a.u., the discrepancy representing the inherent L
error.

Cubic SrTiO3 has a simple cubic five-atom unit cell wit
a common lattice parametera along the@100#, @010#, and
@001# directions. We will briefly discuss some calculation
carried out for a doubled unit cell corresponding to the co
densation of a soft AFD mode at the (110)p/a or M point of
the Brillouin zone~BZ! boundary. However, most of ou
attention will be focused on the ground-state tetrago
phase obtained by freezing in an AFD phonon mode at
(111)p/a or R point of the BZ boundary. This triply degen
erate phonon mode corresponds to the rotation of the T6
octahedra in opposite directions from one cubic unit cell
the next, followed by a small tetragonal strain.~Note that it is
conventional to label the phonon modes with respect to
simple-cubic BZ, even when they condense to lower
symmetry.! Taking the rotation to be about thez axis, we
adopt a ten-atom tetragonal unit cell with lattice vectors
length A2a, A2a, andc along the@110#, @ 1̄10#, and @001#
directions, respectively.~That is, in our convention,c/a is
close to 1, not 1/A2.! The rotation of the oxygen atoms in th
Ti-O plane is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. Throughout th
paper, we will usex8 and y8 to denote the original cubic
directions~@100# and @010#, respectively!, while x andy are
taken as parallel to the tetragonal lattice vectors along@110#
and@ 1̄10#, respectively. That is, thex-y frame is rotated by
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13 944 PRB 62NA SAI AND DAVID VANDERBILT
45° relative to thex8-y8 frame (z axes are congruent!.
In all cases, we use ak-point set that is equivalent to th

63636 Monkhorst-pack mesh34 in the BZ of the simple
cubic cell, corresponding to 108k points in the full BZ of the
tetragonal cell. The irreducible BZ then contains 6k points
for the undistorted cubic structure; 10k points for the tetrag-
onal ground-state structure, with or without additionalA1g or
A2u mode displacements; and 20k points for the tetragona
structure with additionalEu mode displacement.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. AFD instability in cubic unit cell

To establish notation, we let the energy of an AFD ph
non mode per ten-atom cell of the cubic perovskite struct
be expanded up to fourth order infz ,

E5E01
1

2
kfz

21Axfz
4 , ~1!

wherefz5(a/2)sinuz is the magnitude of the oxygen-ato
displacement associated with the rotation of the oxygen
tahedra around the@001# axis. In Fig. 1 we show the com
puted values of the total energy versus rotation angle
AFD modes at both theM and R points of the BZ~corre-
sponding to in-phase or out-of-phase rotations in neighbo
planes of octahedra alongz, respectively!. These were com-
puted at zero strain, i.e., with the lattice vectors fixed to
those of the theoretical equilibrium cubic structurea
57.303 a.u.!. As can be seen, the computed total ene
versus rotation angle can be fitted very well by the qua
Eq. ~1!. Defining the mode stiffnessk5]2E/]fz

2 , we find
thatk,0 for bothM- andR-point modes as shown in Fig. 1
Nevertheless, the magnitude ofk for the M-point mode is
only ;10% that of theR-point mode, indicating that the
instability at theR point is much stronger than that at theM
point. Consequently, for the remainder of this paper we w
limit our discussion toR-point distortions only.

FIG. 1. Calculated values~symbols! and fits~curves! of the total
energy per ten-atom cell as a function of octahedral rotation a
uz , computed at the frozen theoretical cubic lattice constana
57.303 a.u., for bothR-point ~diamonds! andM-point ~circles! oc-
tahedral rotation modes. The inset shows a sketch of the TiO2 layer
in the unit cell of the tetragonal AFD structure, illustrating rotati
of octahedra about thez axis. x-y and x8-y8 are the coordinate
frames in the tetragonal cell and the original cubic cell, resp
tively.
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As can be seen from Figs. 1 and 2, the equilibrium oc
hedral rotation angle is found to beuz55.5°, significantly
larger than the zero-temperature experimental value
2.1°.35 Since the theoretical equilibrium lattice consta
~7.303 a.u.! is somewhat smaller than the experimental o
we also carried out similar total-energy calculations at
extrapolated zero-temperature~7.365 a.u.! and room-
temperature~7.38 a.u.! experimental lattice constants.36 The
results shown in Fig. 2 confirm that increasing the latt
constant or crystal volume tends to suppress the AFD in
bility, as expected from previous work.21,20 However, the
resulting variation of the equilibrium rotational angle is to
small to explain the experimental observation, changing o
marginally to 4.89° and 4.69° at the zero- and roo
temperature experimental lattice constants, respectively.

These results demonstrate that the underestimate by;1%
of the lattice constant by the LDA is not the primary fact
responsible for the theoretical overestimate of the rotat
angle. Moreover, we shall see in the next subsection that
inclusion of strain relaxation effects only acts to increa
~slightly! the theoretical equilibrium rotation angle. Thus w
think that the smaller observed value of the AFD rotati
angle can most likely be attributed to the quantum fluct
tions associated with the motion of the oxygen atoms. T
effect is not included in the theory, and should act to redu
the amplitude of symmetry-breaking distortions. While pr
vious work has indicated that the quantum fluctuatio
should have a weaker effect on the AFD modes than u
the FE ones,20 the effect on the AFD modes could still b
quite significant. An alternate possibility is simply that th
underestimate is a result of LDA error not associated w
the lattice constant. In any case, we have chosen to comp
our theoretical investigations by considering distortio
about our theoretical ground-state AFD structure, keeping
mind that the results should be interpreted with the overe
mate of the rotation angle in mind.

B. AFD modes in the tetragonal structure

To study the ground-state tetragonal structure, the lat
strains also need to be taken into account. We adopt

le

-

FIG. 2. Calculated values~symbols! and fits ~curves! of the
force experienced by an oxygen atom as a function of octahe
rotation angleuz , computed at the theoretical cubic (a57.303 a.u.,
diamonds!, the experimentalT50 (a57.365 a.u., circles!, and the
experimental room-temperature (a57.38 a.u., squares! cubic lattice
constants. Arrows indicate the theoretical and experimental equ
rium rotation angles of 5.5° and 2°, respectively.
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usual Voigt notationxi for the strain tensor, but setx45x5
5x650 because such off-diagonal shear strains will not
ter into our considerations. We takei 51, 2, 3 corresponding
to thex8, y8, andz pseudocubic axes for both strainsxi and
rotationsf i . Expanding the energy up to quartic order
AFD amplitudes, quadratic order in strain, and leading or
in the strain-AFD coupling, the symmetry-allowed contrib
tions are

E5E01
1

2
k (

i
f i

21Ax (
i

f i
41Ax

n (
i , j

f i
2f j

2

1
1

2
c11(

i
xi

21c12(
i , j

xixj2b11(
i

xif i
2

2b12(
i , j

xif j
2 . ~2!

We choose the tetragonal ground state to be oriented a
the z axis, with x15x2Þ0, f15f250, andf3Þ0. In this
ground state, phonon modes corresponding to additiona
cillations off i belong either to theEg ( i 51 or 2! or theA1g
( i 53) representation of the tetragonalD4h point group. For
symmetry-preserving (A1g) distortions, it is convenient to
re-express the three strain components in terms of a vol
strain x̄ and a shear strainv according to

x15x25 x̄2v,
~3!

x35 x̄12v.

In terms of these variables, the second and third lines of
~2! can then be rewritten as

Eelastic~ x̄,v !5
3

2
a x̄213bv2 ~4!

and

Ecoupling~ x̄,v,f i !52h x̄(
i

f i
22gv~2f3

22f1
22f2

2!,

~5!

where

a5c1112c12,

b5c112c12,
~6!

h5b1112b12,

g5b112b12.

To find the equilibrium rotation angle in theA1g ground
state, we holdf15f250 and minimizeE in Eq. ~2! with
respect tox̄ andv at a fixedf35fz . The minimizing values
are

x̄eq5
h

3a
fz

2 ,

~7!

veq5
g

3b
fz

2 .
-

r

ng

s-

e

q.

Substituting into Eq.~2!,

E~fz!5E01
1

2
kfz

21AXfz
4 , ~8!

where

AX5Ax2
h2

6a
2

g2

3b
. ~9!

Thus, when the strain relaxation is taken into account,
equilibrium rotation angle is given by

fz
eq5A2

k

4AX
. ~10!

We determine all the interaction parametersk, Ax , Ax
n ,

c11, c12, b11, andb12 via a series of finite-difference calcu
lations of total energies and forces within the LDA. Table
lists our results and compares them with the correspond
values determined by Uwe and Sakudo by fitting
experiment8 ~all units have been converted to atomic unit!.
We find very good agreement overall.37 The fact thatAX
,Ax implies that the inclusion of strain relaxations streng
ens the AFD instabilities at anharmonic order. The equil
rium rotation angle increases to 6.0°~compared with 5.5° for
the cubic strain state!, while the equilibrium values ofx̄ and
v are found to be20.10% and 0.23%, respectively.

In the tetragonal AFD ground state, the frequencies of
soft phonon modes associated with additional rotations of
oxygen octahedra are given by evaluating

mfv i
25

]2E

]f i
2U

eq

, ~11!

wheremf54mO is the mass factor associated with the ox
gen rotational mode and the derivative is to be evalua
under conditions of fixed strain at the equilibrium structu
~i.e., at the equilibrium values ofx̄, v, andfz). Equation 11
gives the frequencies of theEg andA1g modes to be, respec
tively,

v1
25v2

252k~AX
n /2mfAX!,

TABLE I. Parameters in the effective Hamiltonian of SrTiO3;
see text.

Uwe and Sakudoa Present Units

k 23.0131026 22.2431025 Ha/Bohr5

Ax 5.1631025 4.9231025 Ha/Bohr7

AX 4.4431025 4.1431025 Ha/Bohr7

Ax
n 2.1331026 3.3131026 Ha/Bohr7

AX
n 1.3031025 2.3031025 Ha/Bohr7

b11 1.2331024 1.6831024 Ha/Bohr5

b12 22.3731024 22.7031024 Ha/Bohr5

c11 1.1431022 1.3031022 Ha/Bohr3

c12 0.3631022 0.3331022 Ha/Bohr3

f0 2.0 5.5 degree

aReference 8.
~12!
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v3
2522kAx /mfAX

whereAX
n5Ax

n1g2/b. The values of the two frequencies a
45 and 130.7 cm21, respectively, so that the frequencies
the A1g and Eg modes are roughly in the ratio 3:1. This
consistent with observed ratios of;2.5:1 in pressure-
dependent experiments38 and ;3:1 in temperature-
dependent experiments.39

Up to this point, the analysis has been done at the th
retical equilibrium lattice constant. However, it is we
known that the LDA tends to underestimate the lattice c
stants of perovskites by;1%.25 Moreover, past experienc
has shown that the displacement patterns associated with
modes may depend critically on the lattice constant a
strains.40,41 To take these effects into account, we adopte
strategy of applying a negative hydrostatic pressure to
lattice to restore the experimental lattice constant.28 Using
Eq. ~2! and minimizing the Gibbs free energy

G5E13x̄P ~13!

with respect tox̄ at fixed pressureP, we find

x̄5
h

3a
fz

22
P

a
, ~14!

while v indirectly depends on pressure via the equilibriu
rotation anglefz . Then

G~fz ,P!5
1

2
kefffz

21AXfz
42

3P2

2a
, ~15!

where the effective harmonic coefficient is

keff5k12h
P

a
.

Thus, at fixed pressure, the equilibrium rotation angle is

fz
eq5A2

keff

4AX
. ~16!

As one can see, the harmonic coefficientkeff depends
upon the external pressure variable. It would thus be p
sible, in principle, to adjustP so as to fit the resulting rota
tion angle to the experimental angle of 2.1°. However,
pressure needed to achieve this,214.4 GPa, would expand
the lattice constant to 7.48 a.u., which is much larger than
experimental value. Instead, we adjustP so as to fit the ex-
perimental lattice constant. That is, we adjustP so that the
volume strain is x̄5(aexp2atheo)/atheo50.849%, where
aexp57.365 a.u. andatheo are the zero-temperature expe
mental and theoretical lattice constants, respectively. Su
tuting Eq.~16! into Eq. ~14!, we obtain

x̄~P!5x02
P

aeff
, ~17!

where

x052
kh

12aAX
,

~18!
o-

-

oft
d
a
e

s-

e

e

ti-

aeff5aF11
h2

6aAX
G21

.

Inserting x̄50.849% leads toP525.26 GPa. The strains
along the tetragonal and planar axes are found to be 1
and 0.705%, respectively. Relative to a cubic cell with t
experimental lattice parameter 7.365 a.u., the tetragonal
we obtained is thus expanded along@001# while compressed
along the@100# and @010# directions. In this circumstance
the equilibrium rotation angle is found to be 4.93°.

Under these conditions, theA1g and Eg soft-mode fre-
quencies of Eq.~12! now become

v1
25v2

252keff~AX
n /2mfAX!,

~19!
v3

2522keffAx /mfAX .

From the coefficients in Table I,Ax /AX51.187 and
2AX

n /AX51.11, so that clearlyuv(Eg)u,uv(A1g)u. In fact,
the two frequencies are calculated to bev(Eg)537 cm21

and v(A1g)5109 cm21. @For comparison, v(A1g)
5124 cm21 in Ref. 29, while the measuredv(Eg) and
v(A1g) in Ref. 6 are 15 and 48 cm21 respectively.#

To summarize the results so far, we have found that
AFD mode condenses at theR point of the cubic BZ, asso-
ciated with a triply degenerate phonon ofG25 symmetry. As
a consequence of the transition from the cubic to the tetr
onal state, the degenerateR-point modes split strongly into
an A1g singlet and anEg doublet, the latter having a softe
frequency than the former. This is in good qualitative agr
ment with experiment.6

The expansion approach used above for the AFD mo
makes an implicit assumption that the phonon eigenvec
from the cubic structure are a good approximation to thos
the tetragonal AFD structure. For the AFD modes, where
anisotropy is large, we do not expect this approximation
be at all serious. However, our next task will be to analy
the FE mode anisotropy in the AFD state. As will be se
below, this turns out to be much more delicate than for
AFD modes. Thus we have chosen to take a different
proach for the FE modes, in which the normal modes in
AFD ground state are directly computed. The symme
analysis needed to do this is given in the next subsection,
the FE mode analysis is then given in the concluding subs
tions.

C. Symmetry analysis of normal modes in AFD tetragonal
phase

In this section, we present some details of the point-gro
symmetry analysis of the normal modes in the AFD tetra
nal structure, needed for the calculation of the frequencie
transverse optical~FE! modes at the Brillouin-zone center.

To harmonic order, the displacement energy can be
pressed as

E5
1

2 (
i , j ,ab

F i , j
a,bui

auj
b , ~20!

where ui
a is the displacement of sublatticei in Cartesian

directiona, and the force constant matrixF obeys the sym-
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metry conditionsF i , j
a,b5F j ,i

b,a and( jF i j 50. The dynamical
matrix is just related to the force constant matrix by a dia
onal mass tensor.

It is well known that the vibrational modes at a givenk
point in the BZ of a crystal transform according to the co
responding irreducible representations of the symme
group for thatk point. Such an analysis, which has prev
ously been used to construct the force-constant matrices
the FE modes in the cubic perovskite structure25 and for all
modes in the tetragonal FE structure of PbTiO3,42 is applied
here to the zone-center modes in the AFD tetragonal st
ture of SrTiO3. When SrTiO3 condenses from the cubic int
the tetragonal AFD phase, the point group lowers fromOh to
D4h . The AFD soft modes originating from the cub
G25(R) phonons now belong either to theA1g or Eg irreduc-
ible representations, depending on whether the octahe
rotation axis is parallel or perpendicular to the tetrago
axis, respectively. Similarly, the modes originating from c
bic G15 FE modes are now eitherA2u or Eu , depending on
whether the polarization is parallel or perpendicular to
AFD axis.

To label all of the displacement patterns associated w
the ten-atom cell~30 degrees of freedom!, we use the nota-
tion TaK to denote a displacement associated with at
type T in pseudocubic Cartesian directiona and having
‘‘phase relation’’K. The five atoms types are abbreviated
‘‘ S’’ for Sr, ‘‘ T’’ for Ti, ‘‘3’’ for oxygen atoms making Ti-O
chains in thez direction, and ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ for oxygen atoms
in TiO2 x-y planes. The ‘‘phase relation’’K is either ‘‘G ’’ or
‘‘ R’’ depending on whether the two atoms of the same ty
in the ten-atom cell move in phase or out of phase~that is,
whether they originate fromG-point orR-point modes of the
parent cubic structure!. Note, however, that some individua
displacements contribute to more than one irreducible re
sentation~e.g., 1zG and 2zG contribute to both theA2u and
B2u irreducible representations!. Thus for the two in-plane
oxygens we introduce alternative ‘‘type’’ designationsE
~‘‘even’’ ! andO ~‘‘odd’’ ! in place of ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2,’’ where

uEaK5
1

A2
~u1aK1u2aK!,

~21!

uOaK5
1

A2
~u2aK2u1aK!

~six degrees of freedom for each atom type!, classifying them
according to the irreducible representations to which th
belong. Note that the four (E,O)(x,y)R modes do not have
a simple one-to-one correspondence with theA1g , A2g ,
B1g , andB2g modes to which they give rise; these are in
cated in Table II with just the notationR.

Since we have access to the Hellmann-Feynman forc43

in our first-principles ultrasoft-pseudopotential approach, i
convenient to compute the force-constant matrix eleme
from finite differences as

F i , j
a,b5

Fi
a

uj
b

, ~22!
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where F is the force that results from a sufficiently sma
displacementu. We can use the symmetry analysis to ide
tify the set of sublattice displacements that may participate
a given normal mode, and to calculate the forces that aris
first order with each such displacement. For example, for
A2u FE mode, we find the four displacements of typesSzG,
TzG, EzG, and 3zG may participate. For each, a displac
ment amplitude of 0.2% of the lattice constant is chosen
that the harmonic approximation is still well satisfied. Fro
each such calculation, the resulting force vector is projec
onto the same set of four displacements, thus building up
434 force-constant matrix. This matrix is then symmetriz
and diagonalized. In a similar way, the FEEu mode is rep-
resented in a 636 subspace with basisSxG, TxG, TyR,
3xG, ExG, andOyG.

D. FE instability in the AFD tetragonal phase

Previous work of Zhong and Vanderbilt44 and LaSota
et al.26 has indicated that cubic SrTiO3, in the absence of any
AFD distortion, shows a FE instability. We have confirm
this result here by performing frozen-phonon calculatio
and building up the 434 force-constant matrix forG15
modes polarized alongz ~essentially the same procedure ou
lined for the A2u modes at the end of the last subsectio
except performed for the cubic five-atom cell!. The nonzero
eigenvalues of the corresponding dynamical matrix are gi
in Table III for both the theoretical equilibrium~7.303 a.u.!

TABLE III. Zone-center transverse optical phonon frequenc
in the cubic structure.~All units in cm21.!

G point TO1 TO2 TO3

Current~7.303 a.u.! 42 168 549
Current~7.365 a.u.! 94i 151 521
PW a ~7.30 a.u.! 41i 165 546
LR b ~7.412 a.u.! 100i 151 522
Expt. c 90 K 42 175 545

aReference 44: Plane-wave pseudopotential method.
bReference 26: LAPW linear response method.
cReference 45: Fitted from experimental infrared reflection spec

TABLE II. Symmetry analysis of the normal modes in tetrag
nal AFD structure.

Irreducible
representations dim. Sr Ti O122 O3

A1g 1 R a

A2g 1 R a 3zR
B1g 1 SzR Ra

B2g 1 R a

Eg 2 S(x,y)R (E,O)zR 3(x,y)R
A1u 1 TzR
A2u 1 SzG TzG EzG 3zG

B1u 1
B2u 1 OzG
Eu 2 S(x,y)G T(x,y)(G) E(x,y)G 3(x,y)G

T(x,y)(R) O(x,y)G

aFrom decomposition of (E,O)(x,y)R.
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and expanded experimental~7.365 a.u.! lattice constants, to-
gether with other theoretical and experimental results
comparison. Our results at the theoretical volume indic
that the FE soft phonon mode frequency remains real,
though it was imaginary according to the earlier line
response and plane-wave calculations which used slig
different lattice constants.26,44 However, at the zero-
temperature experimental volume, the frequency is found
be imaginary, indicating that the FE instability is indeed ve
sensitive to the crystal volume. Increasing the crystal volu
enhances the FE instabilities, in agreement w
experiment.46,21,41,47This is in contrast to the AFD instabil
ity, which weakens with increasing volume as shown in S
III A. These results suggests that there is an inherent com
tition between AFD and FE modes.

To understand the behavior of the FE modes in the ze
temperature AFD tetragonal structure, we next perfo
frozen-phonon calculations for this structure. We use
AFD state described at the end of Sec. III B, i.e.,P
525.26 GPa, V5798.989 a.u.3, c/a51.004, and fz
54.93°. BothEu and A2u modes are calculated using th
method presented in Sec. III C. Tables IV and V present
resulting eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors for the th
lowest modes of each symmetry. It can be seen that both
Eu and A2u soft-mode frequencies are imaginary (96i and
90i cm21, respectively!. Total-energy calculations are the
performed with the corresponding eigenmodes at differ
mode amplitudes. The double-well energy curves are
shown in Fig. 3. One can see that the well depth of theEu
mode is substantially greater than that of theA2u mode, in-
dicative of a much stronger instability for a distortion ofEu
symmetry.

With respect to the FE mode frequencies, the compari
with experiment is problematic because the theoretical
ues are imaginary~indicating an instability! while the experi-
mental values are not~consistent with a non-FET50 ground
state!. As indicated in the Introduction, the experimental s
bilization of the non-FE AFD structure is understood to
sult from quantum fluctuations of the atomic coordinates
should be emphasized that the purpose of the present c
lations is to study the low-temperature structural instabilit
in a classical framework, i.e., in the absence of quantu
fluctuations. Thus the existence of the FE instabilities in
DFT-LDA ground-state calculations, taken together with e
lier quantum Monte Carlo simulations,20 tend to corroborate
the hypothesis that the quantum fluctuations are respon
for the experimental absence of a real FE phase.

Nevertheless, we can make the following comparisons
garding theEu–A2u mode splitting, which has frequentl

TABLE IV. Calculated eigenfrequencies and displacement p
terns for theA2u mode in tetragonal SrTiO3. Columns are labeled
by mode eigenfrequency; imaginary frequency indicates an unst
mode.

90i cm21 157 cm21 515 cm21

SzG 20.172 20.700 20.036
TzG 20.569 0.641 0.058
EzG 0.636 0.285 20.583
3zG 0.492 0.128 0.809
r
te
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to
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been overlooked. In the stress-induced Raman scatte
measurement of Uwe and Sakudo, theEu andA2u soft-mode
frequencies were found to be 9.160.6 and 1961 cm21,
respectively.8 Corresponding values from the hyper-Ram
spectroscopy measurements of Refs. 49 and 50 are 7
16 cm21, respectively. Our calculation gives the differen
between the two frequencies to be 6 cm21,48 in order-of-
magnitude agreement with the experimental splitting. On
other hand, the theoretical difference ofsquaredfrequencies
~related to force constants! is calculated to be 10
3102 cm22, or roughly three times larger than the expe
mental value of 33102 cm22. This serious discrepancy ca
ultimately be traced to our overestimate of the frequen
magnitudes, in view of which we cannot expect agreem
for both thev andv2 differences.

In summary, we found imaginary frequencies for both t
FE Eu and A2u soft modes in the AFD tetragonal phas
There is an apparent splitting between the two mod
v2(Eu),v2(A2u), suggesting that the FE structure ofEu
symmetry is more energetically favorable than theA2u one.
This result is consistent with the fact that theA2u FE mode is
less easily observed in neutron-scattering experiments51 be-
cause its energy is higher than that of theEu phonon.8

E. Influences of structural distortions on the stabilities

In the previous subsection, we have calculated the
phonon frequencies for either a cubic structure in the abse
of the AFD distortion, or for a tetragonal AFD phase
observed experimentally. To understand the interaction
different distortions and their roles in affecting the FE ins
bilities, we performed frozen-phonon calculations for the c

FIG. 3. Total energy vs the FE distortion amplitude at AF
tetragonal phase. Circles and solid curve are forEu mode; diamonds
and dashed curve are forA2u mode.

TABLE V. Calculated eigenfrequencies and displacement p
terns for theEu mode in tetragonal SrTiO3. Columns are labeled by
mode eigenfrequency.

96i cm21 240 cm21 419 cm21

SxG 0.217 0.028 0.013
TxG 0.524 20.015 20.077
TyR 0.086 0.014 0.995
ExG 20.668 20.518 0.055
OyG 20.034 0.497 20.008
3xG 20.472 0.694 0.024
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bic reference structure at the experimental lattice cons
both with and without the tetragonal strain, and with a
without the AFD rotation. In Table VI we present the resu
for the FE phonon frequencies for each of these scenari

Observe that the two FE modes instabilities with differe
symmetries depend on the strain distortion and AFD dis
tion in an opposite sense. For theA2u mode, a nonzero shea
strain increases the FE instability while an AFD rotation d
tortion reduces it. TheEu mode, however, depends on th
two distortions in the opposite way. Thus the final sign of t
frequency splitting~i.e., the sign of the anisotropy! ulti-
mately depends sensitively on a delicate partial cancella
of the two contributions. The final result is that theEu mode
is energetically slightly more unstable than theA2u mode.

Finally, we have tested whether the use of the cu
eigen-mode distortion in place of the true tetragonal one
good approximation for understanding the coupling of
FE and AFD instabilities. We calculated the expectat
value^jcuFTujc& , whereFT is the dynamical matrix in the
tetragonal ground-state structure~fourth row of Table VI!
andjc is the cubic eigenmode distortion vector. The resu
ing imaginary frequencies are 85.4i and 86.9i cm21 for the
A2u andEu modes respectively, compared with values of 9i
and 96i cm21 in Table VI. Thus the splitting is much smalle
when the expectation value is used. Because this FE an

TABLE VI. CalculatedEu and A2u phonon frequencies at dif

ferent distorted structures for SrTiO3 . x̄, v anduz denote uniform
volume strain, shear strain, and rotation angle about thez axis,
respectively.

Distortions FE symmetry

x̄ v uz A2u Eu

0 0 0 42 42
0.00849 0 0 94i 93i
0.00849 0.00143 0 112i 83i
0.00849 0.00143 4.9° 90i 96i
0.00849 0 4.9° 63i 107i
-
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ropy is so small, it is quite sensitive to the tetragonal latt
strain associated with the AFD rotation distortion. This su
gests a possible explanation for the fact that the classical
simulations of Ref. 20, which are based on use of a cu
mode eigenvector, predicted the anisotropy incorrectly—i
the A2u mode was found to go soft before theEu one.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have investigated both the AFD and F
structural instabilities in the tetragonal phase of SrTiO3. A
unique aspect of this work is that we have studied the
frequencies carefully using the exact eigenmode distor
obtained from the ground-state tetragonal structure, whe
previous studies have made the approximation of using
cubic eigenmode distortion instead. We show that the in
bilities have a sensitive dependence on the crystal volu
We also found that the existence of the FE instabilities
affected by the coupling to the shear strain and the rotatio
distortion. Both types of distortion contribute, but with o
posite sign, so that it is a subtle cancellation between th
that determines the splitting of frequencies between theEu
and A2u modes. TheEu mode is found to be the more un
stable of the two in the ground-state AFD phase.

The degree of tilt of the oxygen octahedra is still overe
timated in our calculations, compared to the experimen
results. We attribute this to the quantum fluctuations of
oxygen coordinates, which tend to suppress the average A
distortion amplitude in the experiments. The AFD and F
instabilities show opposite trends with an increase of cry
volume ~weakening and strengthening, respectively!. How-
ever, despite this competitive behavior, the FE instability
found to coexist in the zero-temperature AFD phase. O
again, quantum zero-point fluctuations must be invoked
explain the experimental observation that the AFD phas
stable against FE distortions.
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